
 

Easy to use 
handcontrol 

Unique no-tools 
emergency down 

Thick lifting strap 
that resists wear 

Compact design 
that blends into 

ceiling Gravity charging ensures 
never out of power 

Industry standard 
spreader bar with 6 hooks 
for a wide range of slings. 
Unique expanding cradle 

option available 

White compact track 
with hidden brackets 

2 or 4 function, both that will 
automatically adjust on the 

rail to minimize patient swing 

OT200 
a complete ceiling hoist 
solution with a unique 

auto charge 
 

A Ceiling Hoist that you don’t see 
The white motor and track of the OT200 is 
designed to blend in and is available either as 2 
manual traverse or powered 
up/down and left/right. With a 
200kg or 400kg capacity the hoist 
will cover all your requirements 

 
Auto-Charging means 
there is always power 
Unlike all other ceiling hoists the OT200 
automatically recharges the batteries whenever 
the hoist is lowered, meaning that the hoist will 
never be left with flat batteries. This dynamo 
system gives over 150 lifts per charge 

 
Almost any track layout possible 
With the widest range of options on the market, 
virtually any layout can be achieved. We 
understand the correct positioning is critical and 
OpeMed offer a free, no-obligation CAD survey 

 
Quick, simple emergency system 
Unlike competitors the OT200 has a unique, simple 
emergency lowering system that does not rely on 
physical winding down with tools or add-ons. This 
feature allows the OT200 in an emergency to 
lower the patient quickly, without panic and in 
safety 
 
Diagnostics 
The OT200 has an inbuilt diagnostic screen, 
allowing the engineer to adjust the speed, fault 
find and see how often the hoist has been used.  
 
Options 
The OT200 can be fitted with a weigh-scale, loop 
spreader bar or clip-style cradle, stretcher or 
walking harness. OpeMed authorise the use of 
approved competitors clip or loop slings 

The OT200 is a compact, reliable and innovative ceiling hoist system that has been designed for 
hospital, nursing homes, domestic and school use 
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OT200  
a complete ceiling hoist 
solution with a unique 

auto charge 

OpeMed are proud of their involvement at design stage, suggesting the best solutions on 
budget, on-time and with minimum disruption to the carer and user 

With the widest range of track options on the market, the OT200 can be installed in a 
multitude of scenerios 

OpeMed’s H systems can be connected to give room to room coverage and our automatic 
turntable and gate are easy to use and have no external pull cords, giving the correct 
positioning every time 

When comfort is a priority our unique expanding cradle is a popular option, available with 
powered or manual tilt 
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